Abstract-We report experimental verification of the wide-sense stationarity (WSS) assumption, no special input previously proposed blind method of correcting gain and distribution or sub-Nyquist bandwidth limitations are timing mismatches for a two-channel time-interleaved analogassumed. Gain and timing mismatches are handled in a to-digital converter (TIADC). The experimental setup allows unified framework of a parameterized filter bank. for two different M=2 TIADC configurations with 14-bit Uniqueness proof of the estimate was also given for the first resolution and 200-MHz overall sampling rates. Mismatch time. This paper is an experimental continuation of the parameters are estimated by the blind algorithm with authors' prior work toward making blind mismatch representative narrowband and wideband signals. The correction more practical. 
II. REVIEW OF THE PROPOSED BLIND CORRECTION applied to real world analog-to-digital (A/D) converters.

ALGORITHM
This section summarizes the previously proposed blind I. INTRODUCTION method [8] . A two-channel TIADC system is shown in Fig.1 (a), where the analog input x(t) is assumed to satisfy Nyquist A time-interleaved analog-to-digital converter (TIADC) sampling criterion. The gain and timing mismatches for the has a parallel structure where a number of sub-converters r c cyclically sample the input signal, and outputs are similarly first and second channel are (Go, A to) and (G1, A t1), taken to form a digital stream. The overall sampling rate respectively. Fig.1 Fig.1 (d) [8] - [9] . The correction filter is are shown in the parenthesis. parameterized by mismatch estimates (G, A t) such that For experimental study, comparing SFDR before and perfect reconstruction condition is met when the estimation after blind correction is more practical performance is equal to the true ones, i.e., when (G, At)= (G, At) [8] . Let evaluation than comparing the estimation of mismatch z [n] and Rz[n,m] be the synthesis filter bank output and its parameters with true ones, as in earlier simulation study [8] . A series of data acquisition is performed with sinusoidal If the actual CTF is exactly represented by static gain and inputs varying its frequency from 1.6-MHz to 99.2-MHz time delay over the entire Nyquist zone, then the estimation with 1.6-MHz step. As a first test, three sets of correction (2) will provide full-band correction. If, however, the CTF filter coefficients are obtained by the proposed blind deviates from (G, At) model, then (2) will provide only method with the input sinusoid at 4.8, 38.4, and 76. narrowband mismatch correction at co 0, and at other SFDR performance is then evaluated across the full Nyquist frequencies, the mismatch may or may not be corrected. In zone for each correction filter. Fig.3 shows typical output estimated at this frequency, therefore, do not accurately model the overall frequency-domain behavior, thus failing It iS seen that the improvement in SFDR iS at itS peak inpoiigwdbn orcina eni i. 4 (204OdB) around the calibration frequencies, but is decreasing as the frequency moves away. In particular, the As a second narrowband test, noting that the correction is correction filter obtained with 4 .8MHz input provides -20 still locally valid around the calibration frequency, we now dB gain at the calibration center (the solid line with leftmost recalculate the correction filter for every SFDR evaluation peak in both plots in Fig. 4 ), but the SFDR quickly drops frequency, and the result is shown in Fig. 5 . For reference, below the uncorrected one as we go away from the off-line calibration result [7] is also shown as a dotted-line, correction frequency. We note here two important which overlaps over substantial frequency regions. In both properties of the blind correction algorithm. First, the blind cases, mismatch spurs are suppressed enough so that SFDR algorithm only "sees" the CTF at those frequencies where is mostly limited by other spurs unrelated to channel the TIADC input has nonzero power. In other words, the mismatches, thus the similar SFDR results between the off-TIADC output does not have any information about the line and blind method (In an off-line method, however, the unexcited mode of the A/D converter frequency response.
full-band correction is achieved by a single set of filter Second, the blind algorithm seeks to find the best estimate coefficients). In is not valid in this case and we need either much longer observation or randomization techniques. 
